Chapter 7

Google Glass (1st Gen) -

- How does 
  -Social interaction
  - Free-floating
  - Barkley cinema

Conversations of course us

3

- Concerns
  - Continuities & discontinuities of past too many worn
  - Recorders the everyday life

Issues -

- Real life
- Real life
- Locally
- Material life

Art science (evens)
Presence
you were there
firearms saves killer
photo voice
politics of digital literacy
spread of the visual
locality
materiality
reality
immersiveness

Memory
i did this
food

Intimacy
i know how it feels
homeless go pro

Authenticity
this is reality
felt
narrative perspective
sense of scale (time, space)
selfie series

More images
more coverage
more everywhere

Look back: google gbs5

New tech 9/11